Patrick Hughes Sticking Out Room

The British artist Patrick Hughes has created a series of paintings that he calls “reverspectives.” Each is painted on a continuous surface that is made up of one or more truncated pyramids that protrude from a flat plane. When viewed from a sufficiently large distance, either monocularly or binocularly, the parts of the painting that actually protrude appear to recede into the background of the scene portrayed. Like the ambiguous corner cube and tri-wall, lateral motion with respect to the painting produces the appearance of motion opposite the motion inferred from a normal scene. Unlike the corner cube and tri-wall, Hughes’ reverspectives add many pictorial cues to enhance the effect. The strongest of these seems to be the perspective lines. Here we have adapted Patrick Hughes original version of this idea, which he called the “Sticking Out Room.”
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This version of the Sticking Out Room was designed by K. Brecher and R. Puno (Boston University) based on the original concept by Patrick Hughes shown in *Behind the Rainbow*. Project LITE is supported by NSF Grant # DUE - 0715975.

CONSTRUCTION GUIDE

1) Print the second page on thick paper.

2) Cut out the figure along the solid lines.

3) Fold the sticking out room model on the dashed lines as shown in the diagram to the right.

4) Tape or glue tabs A-D to their corresponding edges so that the dashed lines are not visible.

5) Tape tabs E-H at the corners to secure the figure.